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ABSTRACf 

Ang1血rdi錦ributions of 也e in飽nsity of 均bt 釦attered. by airbome particles were m飽sur官d for 加a
parallel阻dperpendic叫釘ly卯larizedcom卯nents. A precision 凹1arnepbelometer wω∞附ruct国 foruse
of也isstudy.τlle也tawere姐alyzedusing a newly developed inv，町福onlibrary metbodωgiveasim叫組a回凶
箇timateof tbe. complex index of refraction m = m, -m;i of aeroωls and their size di肱ibution， where m, 
is tbe reål 開rt and ml也.e imaginary part of tbe refractive index. Results of 302 m舗U問me臨ぬow 白紙
tbe monthly m伺n values of m, and ml v;釘ywi曲in tbe range 1.47- 1.57 佃d O.∞9-0.037， respectively, 
depending u卯n tbe r由:tive humidity. 
The size distribution of aeroω，lsω，n bea押，roximat叫 bytbe log-normal distribution function; tbe m飽n

radius and tbe 蜘ndardde吋ationare found to be rg = 0.138μmand σ'g = 2.56，間spectively， as 8回me剖.cal
mean values for tbe whole data. 

1. Introductiou 

Atmospheric 鵠rosols play an important role in 
也.e heat balan田 ofthe e紅白・atmosphere system. Inｭ
α国間s in aerosolloading of the atmosphere can 1，伺d
either to an inαea田 orad民間a田 in the mean g1oba1 
temperature of the 個目h. The sign of their effi即t deｭ
pends on the va1ues of 也eir opti伺1 con錦ant (i.e., 
∞mplex index of refraction) in the visible and in・
倉町ed portions of the s開:ctrum 邸 well 邸 onthe size 
d紺ibution of aerosols 姐d 也，e a1加do of the ground 
surfa田(Yamamotoand Tan誌a， 1972: SMIC, 1971). 
In 由is conn即tion， genera1 attention h儲 b館n at・
国cted to 曲e 剖mation of opti伺1 characteristics of 
aero回Is and their influence 0 
An important achievement of a number of exper・

iments伺町iedout in recent years is the complex charｭ
acter of aerosols; theyhave revea1ed the strong variｭ
ab出ty of aerosol con∞ntr制on field in the 企田 at
mosphere，錨 well 部 large chan~田 in the aerosol 
opti伺1 characteristics. According to the田 studies， the 
r伺lp紅t m, of the index of refraction of aerosols fa1ls 
in a rather narrow range of 1.45-1.55, whi1e the imagｭ
inary part mj vari間宮伺，t1y in 曲e range 0-0.1. It h錨
not yet b館:n conc1uded 也at aero:回，ls fa1ling in 也is
range of absorption index do so 儲 a resu1t of their 
own prop町ti回 or an 泊.adequacy in me路町ement
蜘:hniques. The 001田:rtaintyin the va1ue of mj is one 
ofthe most important obstacles to 0町 understanding
of the effect of 卸:rosols on 也e heat ba1an田 ofthe

1 Presènta節目ation: National Defence Aωdemy， Yo~ωuka. 
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伺rth. Of primary importance, therefore, are invesｭ
ti伊，tions of their 

The methods of determining the value ofthe imagｭ
inary .part of the index of refraction of aerosols are 
divided into three c1asses; transmittance m回sure
m~nts， diffu関 reflection measurements and di晶子
ential 民attering cross section m回surements. Voltz 
(1972a, b) and Fischer (1970) have measured the va1-
ues of mj for precipitation rl回iduesand filtered aerosol 
踊mpl，民間可児ctively， by m回ns ofthe 紅ansmittan偲
me由.00. The diffu田 refl田tance me'由OOb踊ed on 
Kubelka・Munk theory (Kortüm, 1969; Wendlandt 
andH即ht 1966) have been employed by Lindberg 
and Laude (1974) and PatterSon et al. (1977) to deｭ
teniline the va1ue of mj ・ Achamcteristic of the田 two
me血o也 is that the va1ue of mj 伺，n be ob阻ined 踊
a function of wavelength without knowing the size 
distribution of the aerosols. The reliabi1ity of the reｭ
sults, howèver, depends on a number of assumptions 

'and, especially, on the change in opti伺1 ∞ns旬nts
due to coll回tion of aerosol samples. The method 
based on light scattering m伺surementshas a1so been 
employed by 田vera1 au曲ors. Eiden (1966) h儲 at
tempted to estimate the va1ues of optica1 constants 
of aerosols from measurem~nts of the ellipticity of 
scattered light. The 回，meat飽mpth邸 b田n madeby 
Grams et al. (1974) but 仕'omm，回S町'ements of the 
intensity ofthe pe甲endic叫町'lypolarized component 
ofs伺悦:red light. In 也is method, it is a great advanｭ
tage 曲at we do not need to 旬kein加 consideration
the change in opti，四1 cons阻ntsof aerosols due to 
蝿血ple ∞Ueçtions. On the other hand, accurate in，・
おrmation of particle 血;es is indisoensable for 曲is
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meth'Od, since the scattered light str'Ongly depends 'On 
the size distributi'On 'Of aer'Os'Ols as well as 'Op. their 
'Optical c'Onstants. In this c'Onnecti 'On, Grams et al. 
have measured the size distributi'On 'Of aeros'Ols si圃
multane'Ously with scattering measurements, but Eiｭ
den has assumed Junge's distributi'On in his analysis. 

In this study, we als'O attempt t'O estimate the values 
'Of the 'Optical c'Onstants 'Of aer'Os'Ols fr'Om measureｭ
ments 'Of the scattered light. Angular distributi'Ons 'Of 
the intensity 'Of light scattered by aeros'Ols were meaｭ
sured f'Or b'Oth parallel and perpendicularly.p'Olarized 
c'Omp'Onents within the range 'Of scattering angles 
fr'Om 70 t'O 1700 by use 'Of a precisi'On p'Olar nephe・
l'Ometer. These data were analyzed by an inversi'On 
library meth'Od devel'Oped f'Or this study, and the 
maximum likelih'O'Od values 'Of the 'Optical ∞nstants 
'Of aer'Os'Ols were estimated simultane'Ously with their 
size distributi'On. 

2. Instrument, calibration and method of analysis 

The meth'Ods 'Of 'Observati'On and analysis are briefly 
summarized in this secti'On, as they have been already 
described elsewhere (Takamura and Tanaka, 1978; 
Tanaka et al., 1982). A precisi'On p'Olar nephel'Ometer 
used in this w'Ork has been equipped with an 町g'On
i'On laser (入= 514.5 nm, light 'Output 750 mW) ぉ a
light s'Our，田. The p'Olarized plane 'Of the s'Ource beam 
is set at a tilt angle 'Of 450 from the scattering plane 
t'O measure b'Oth perpendicular and parallelc'Omp'Oｭ
nents 'Of the scattered intensity. Tw'O head伺'On ph'Oｭ
t'Omultiplier tubes are ad'Opted as detect'Ors: 'One is a 
scanning detect'Or and the 'Other a m'Onit'Oring detect'Or 
fixed at a scattering angle 'Of ,..., 300 • The scanning 
detect'Or, which c'Onsists 'Of a telesc'Ope, an analyzer 
and a ph'Ot'Omultiplier tube (HTV. R374), has a scatｭ
tering v'Olume 'Of ab'Out 1.1 cm3 at the scattering angle 
'Of900 and ∞vers the range 'Of scattering angles fr'Om 
70 t'O 1700 • The intensities 'Of scattered light p'Olarｭ
ized . perpendicularly and parallel t'O the scattering 
plane have been measured at the scattering angles 
0= 7(1)10(2.5)25(5)1700 f'Or ab'Out halfan h'Our. The 
t'Otal (iム unp'Olarized) intensity 'Ofthe scattered light 
町田ived by the m'Onit'Oring detect'Or w邸 me部ured
simultane'Ously with each angular datum. A ph'Ot'On 
c'Ounting technique w出 used in pr'Ocessing ph'Ot'Oeｭ
lectr'On pulses from the detect'Ors, s'O as t'O detect ve可
weak signals such as f'Ound in a dust-free atm'Osphere 
with su飴ciently large SjN rati'O. 
日uctuati'Ons 'Of sample c'Oncentrati'On and intensity 

'Of the light s'Our，四 are unav'Oidable during the angular 
scan. M'Ost 'Of the data were c'Orrected by use 'Of the 
m'Onit'Oring signal. Since large fluctuati'Ons 'Of the 
m'Onit'Ored intensity may be caused by fluctuati'Ons 
n'Ot 'Only 'Of aer'Os'Ol c'Oncentrati'On but als'O 'Of aer'Os'Ol 
characteristics, i.e., the c'Omplex index 'Of refracti'On 
and the size distributi'On, it is n'Ot always expected 
that the influence 'Of sample fluctuati'Ons can be re・

duced c'Orrectly by such a pr'Ocedure. In fact, several 
examples sh'Owed such seri'Ous fluctuati'Ons that any 
reas'Onable c'Orrecti'Ons c'Ould n'Ot be made. H 'Owever, 
m'Ost 'Of the 'Observed angular distributi'Ons 'Of scat圃
tered light can be rec'Onstructed fr'Om inferred values 
'Of the c'Omplex index 'Of refracti'On and the size disｭ
tributi 'On, with ro'Ot mean square eηors n'Ot exceeding 
a few percent, assuming that the c'Orrect鐡 data were 
n'O m'Ore influenced by sample fluctuati'Ons than they 
w'Ould be under usual weather c'Onditi'Ons. 
The instrument w，出 abs'Olutely calibrated from 

measurements 'Of the Rayleigh scattering by N2 g民
wh'Ose angular distributi'On law has been firmly 白・
tablished (e.g., G 'O'Ody, 1964). The calibrati'On c'On開
stants ('Or the c'Onversi'On fact'Or) was estimated f'Or 
eachme部urementby c'Omparing respective p'Olarizaｭ
ti'Ohs . 'Of 'Observed Rayleigh scattering with their 
kn'Own values by the least-square meth'Od. Precise 
p'Ositi'Ons 'Of the p'Olarizati'On axis 'Of the analyzer and 
the p'Olarized plane 'Of the incident laser beam 前
measured from the scattering plane were als'O exｭ
amined simultane'Ously. Such careful measurements 
'Of the Rayleigh scattering by N2 c'Ontributed greatly 
t'O substantiate the reliability 'Of the data 'Of Mie scatｭ
tering by aeros'Ols. Neither systematic n'Or rand'Om 
eηors were f'Ound t'O seri'Ously affect the final results. 

In the analysis, we assumed that aer'Os'Ols ∞nsist 
'Of h'Om'Ogene'Ous spherical particles with the c'Omplex 
index 'Of refracti'On m (=mr - mii) and the size dis・
tributi'On functi'On n(r), where n(r)dr is the number 
density 'Of aer'Os'Ols 'Of radii between r and r + dr. The 
di能rential scattering cr'Oss secti'Ons 'Of aer�'Ols ('Or 
phase functi'Ons) can be expressed (van de Hulst, 
1957) 鎚

"'max 
j゚(0i) = I i t<0 i , r, m)n(r)dr, (1) 

-'min 

where ij(0j， κ m) is the differential scattering cr'Oss 
secti'Ons 'Of a single particle with radius r and the c'Omｭ
plex re仕active index m f'Or light �'Olarized either perｭ
pendicularly (j = 1) 'Or parallel (j = 2) t'O the scatｭ
tering plane, and r miD and r max are radii of the smallest 
and the largest particles, respectively. Our pr�lem 
is h'Ow t'O determine the m'Ost plausible values 'Of the 
∞mplex index 'Of refracti'On m and the size distri・
buti'On n(r) fr'Om measurements 'Of ß,(0 i) (j = 1, 2; 
i = 1, • . . ; N = 39). 
The meth'Od'Ol'Ogy we ad'Opted is 'Outlined ぉ f'Ol

l'Ows: 

1) A set 'Of discrete values 'Of m (i.e., discrete values 
'Of mr and mi) is ch'Osen s'O出 t'O c'Over an exp即ted
range 'Ofthe∞mplex refractive index 'Of aer'Os'Ols wi血
proper res'Oluti'On. 
2) The size distributi'On functi'On n(r) is determined 

f'Or a certain value 'Of m am'Ong the ab'Ove set by inｭ
verting the measured differential scattering cr'Oss secｭ
ti'Ons ß,(0i) , i.e., the ab'Ove integral equati'On. 
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3) The differential scattering 町oss sectiot旭町'ere.・
constructed for the above pair of m and n(r), and也e
root-m伺n-squ訂e devia討on between reconstructed 
and measured differential scattering cross sectionsσ 
is estimated. 
4) After repeating 2) and 3) for all values of m 

given in 1) a pairof m andn(r) which minimizes 也e
q-valu回 isadopted 出 themost plausible one, i.e.，血e
solution of our problem. 

αe釘Iy， one ofthe most important and di血c凶tpoints
of our methodology is in step 2), i.e., determination 
of the size distribution of aerosols from differential 
scattering cross 舘ction meぉurements. Details of the 
method have been described elsewhere (Tanaka et al. , 
1982). 
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3. Results and Discussion FIG. 1. Seasonal variation of the month1y mωn values 
of air temperature (lower) and relative humidity (upper). 

in Pave(8), amounting to 15-30%. in relative values 
and 0.05-0.15 in absolute values. It is ex伊cted from 
such comparisons 曲at more information on 由eop
tical characteristics of aerosols is involved in 曲e deｭ
gree of polarization than the single phase function. 
Already, we have shown that polarization me踊ure・
ments are essential for reliable estimation ofthe index 
of refraction and the size distribution (Tanaka et al. , 
1982). 

b. Results 01 analysis 

1) COMPLEX INDEX OF REFRACflON 

The above 302 担mpleshaveb田n佃alyzedby our 
inversion library method (Tanaka et al. , 1982). The 
optimum value of the complex index of re企action is 
田lected from a 田t of discrete values covering an exｭ
pected range of the index so 出 to minimize rms deｭ
viation of reconstructed ph部e functions 合om meaｭ
sured ones. In this sense, the infeπed value should 
be re伊rded 儲 an optically equivalent index of re・
fraction. If there is no tabulated value of the index 
of refraction just coincident wi由也e true value, a 
mesh-point closest to the 住uevalue is simply 田lected
出 the optimum value. Inadequacy in 田:lection of the 
complex index of refraction is more or less ∞mpen
sated by a simultaneously 恒ferred size di蜘ibution
but the extent of c'Ompen田.tion is usually res凶cted
wl曲in narr'Ow limits, which ma}Q田 possiblea re出on
able determination of the c'Omplex index of refraひ
ti'On. The disc問te values 'Of m,. and mj 曲凶'Obtained
訂'e averaged arithmetically and ge'Ometrically, reｭ
spectively, in 'Order t'O kn'Ow their m'Onthly m伺B
values. 

S回Sοnal var担.ti'Ons 'Of the mon曲lym伺nvalues'Of 
m，(bel'Ow) 姐dmj (above) are sh'Own in Fig. 3. In the 

Extensive me錨urements of the differential 釦atter
ing cross 田cti'On of aeros'Ols have been made for visｭ
ible light wi白 a wavelength of 514.5 nm on the roof 
of a university building in the suburbs 'Of Sendai, Jaｭ
pan. A tota1 of 52 and 250 詔mpleswere coll回ted for 
the periods 11 January-28 April 1977 and 7 Februｭ
ary-7 November 1978, respectively. In climatic conｭ
ditions, a dry and c'Ool continenta1 air mぉs covers 
the area including the observation site in winter, while 
a wet and hot oceanic air m部s prevails in summer. 
Meteorological variables such 出 air temperature 
組drelative humidity have also been measured at 也e
observation site simultaneously wi曲 each 釦attering
measurement, and tabulated for respective periods in 
Takamura and Tanaka (1978) and Takamura (1979). 
Mon社ùymean values of air temperature and relative 
humidity are shown in Fig. 1, comparing with cli~ 
matological values for the period 1941-70 at Sendai 
Meteor'Ological Observat'Ory. 
The m'Onthly mean values ofthe normalizedphase 

functi'On Pave(8) and degree of polarization P(8) 訂e
shown respectively in Figs. 2a and 2b for the period 
from February to November, 1978‘ In Fig. 2a，也e
horizonta1lines near the scattering angle of 600 sh'Ow 
the levels where Pave(8) takes the value 'Of unity for 
c'Orresponding months, and the vertical 舘:gments at , 

曲e sca伐.ering angle 8 = 1200 or 8 = 1250 indicate 
the standard deviati'Ons 企om the monthly m伺n at 
designated 釦紺ering angles. Similarly, the ver話回I
segments in Fig. 2b indicate the standard deviation 
ofthe d唱ree ofpo加包ati'On at r，白P配tive d，白，ignated
佃gles. The standard deviation of data presented 
without eπ'of bars is, in general, much smaller than 
也at desi伊ated. From the fi.gure, we can 田e 曲at 也e
mon曲lym伺n of Pave(8) varies 10伊d曲mi回lly at all 
observati'On an回目 within the limits of 4-10%. While 
m'On也・tcトmon曲 variati'On of the P(8)， 錨 well as the 
day-to-day variation, is c'Onsiderably la唱.erth組曲at

a. Measurements 
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FlG. 2. Monthly m捌s of measured 悶.ttering q凶ntiti，回: (a) 
Normalized differential scattering cross 蹴tion，九四(9) = [P](9) 
+九(9)]/2. Respective 時ments nωr the 制ttering angle of 
9 = 600 show the level 九，.(9) = 1, and vertical s句ments the 
maximum standard deviation. (b) Degr切 ofpolarization with verｭ
tiω11路gments showing maximum standard deviation. 

SCATTERING ANGLE 

soluble materials, their average optical characteristi岱
釘'e expected to depend upon the thermodynamic 
equilibrium between the particle surface and the amｭ
bient moist air, and are changeable with atmospheric 
moisture, as pointed out by H舅el (1 968, 1976). The 
relat�n between the optical characteristics and 曲e
relative humidity will be discussed in detail in 也e
succeeding paper (Takamura et al. , 1983). 

On the diumal variation of the aerosol characterｭ
istics, Whitby et al. (1972) have found in the Los 
Angeles region that the volume concentration of aeroｭ
sols in the size range 0.1-1μm in diameter increa関d
noticeably during the daytime without changing .eiｭ
ther the shape of the size distribution or the mode 
diameter, synchronj.zing with the solar radiation. The 

figure, solid and dashed lines indicate the results in 
1978 and 1977, respectively. The abscissa is 曲e
month from January to November and ordinates for 
m, and m; are indicated in the linear and logarithmic 
scales, respectively. We 伺n see that the values of m, 
and m; vary in the ranges from 1.47 to 1.57 and 0.009 
to 0.037, respectively. It is noticeable that the values 
of both quantities are smaller in summer than in 
spring and fall. Differences in atmospheric conditions 
and the origin of air masses seem to be responsible 
for this seasonal variation. In this respect, it is noted 
that the monthly mean values of the ∞mplex index 
of refraction a陀 highly correlated with corresponding 
values of the relative humidity shown in Fig. 1. Suｭ
posing that aerosol particles are composed of water 
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T ABLE 1. Relative humidity and optical characteristics of aeroｭ
ω，Is at n∞nand mid凶ght， averaged over the period of 14 M釘'ch-
7 May 1978. 
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cussi'Ons 'On such details will alS'O be given in the SUCｭ
ceeding paper (Takamura et al., 1983). 

We assumed that aerosols c'Onsist 'Of h'Om'Ogene'Ous 
dielectric spheres with the 回me re食前tivè index m 
= mr - mji. Validity 'Of this assumpti'On h部 bec'Ome
'Oneof曲e m'Ost interesting problems in atm'Ospheric 
'Opticsin 也el部tde回de (P'Owell et al. , 1967; H'Olland 
and Gagne, 1970; Chylek et al., 1977; Heintzenberg, 
1977; Heintzenberg and Welch, 1982; and 'Other). 
Alth'Ough the general characteristics 'Of the di能ren伺
between the scattering pattem 'Of rand'Omly 'Oriented 
n'Onspherical particles and that 'Of spheres 訂e still 
'Open t'O di釦ussi'On， it may be that the backward p'Orｭ
ti'On 'Of the ph邸e functi'On 'Of n'Onspherical particles 
depends less 'On the scattering angle than it d'Oes f'Or 
spheres. Then, as p'Ointed 'Out by Grams et al. (1 974), 
the value 'Of the imaginary p訂t 'Ofthe refractive index 
infe町edfr'Om 'Observati'On 'Ofthe phase functi'On must 
bere酔rded ぉ the upper limit 'Of the true value when 
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change in c'Oncentrati'On in this size range is likely 
due t'O∞nden姐.ti'On，部 p'Ointed 'Out by Hu担r et al. 
(1972). M 'Ore'Over, the urban atm'Osphere w'Ould be 
affected by man's activities such as exhaust fumes 
企'Om aut'Om 'Obiles, c'Ombusti'On pr'Oducts, industrial 
W踊teand so 'On. T'O examine these effects, nephel'Omｭ
eter 'Observati'Ons were made at midnight and n'O'On 
'Of every day in the peri'Od 14 March-7 May 1978. 
τbe climatic c'Onditi'Ons in this period changed peｭ
riodically by altemati'On 'Of migrat'Ory highs and l'Ows. 
The s'Our，四s 'Of primary particles were theref'Ore exｭ
P配ted t'O change c'Onsiderably with time, but such 
effi即ts were sUpp'O舘d t'O be sm'O'Othed 'Out by averｭ
相ng 'Over the wh'Ole period independently 'Of either 
daytime 'Or 凶gh柑me. C'Ontraηt'O也is expectati'On, 
some systematic di悶epancies were f'Ound between 
曲e 'Opti，伺1 characteristics 'Of aer'Os'Ols at mid凶ghtand
n'O'On. The values 'Of the c'Omplex index 'Of refracti'On 
m， 也e t'Otal 配attering cr'Oss section C;掛 and the alｭ
bed'O f'Or single 民atteringω'0 averaged 'Over the wh'Ole 
period are sh'Own in Table 1. The values 'Ofb'O由 real
and imaginary parts 'Of the index 'Of re倉町ti'On de回
目切関 in the nighttime c'Orresponding t'O an increase 
'Ofthe relative humidity, while the value 'Of C;悶 sh'Ows
a tendency t'O incr1伺田1D也edaytime. C'Orresp'Onding 
v'Olume s開ctra are sh'Own t'Oge由er with Cmax values 
泊 Fig. 4. Since the particle gr'Owth due t'O condenｭ
鈍:ti'On 'Of water vapor rl田ults in a decrease 'Of the re・
企active index and an incr，伺関'Ofthe t'O凶 scattering
ぽ'Oss secti'On, the ab'Ove result is n'Ot c'Onsistent with 
也e behavi'Or 'Of hygr'Osc'Opic particles. The influences 
'Of man's activiti同 c'Oagulati'On 'Of ph'Ot'Ocheniical reｭ
acti'On products, and the stab出.ty 'Of atm'O叩heric
抑制盆伺.ti'On， all dependent 'On the time 'Of day，町e
ex伊cted t'O be resp'Onsible f'Or the above result. Dis-
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i.e., Cm田 > 0.1 (Tanaka et a/., 1982). The monthly 
mean va1ues of the volume and number size spectra 
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively, for size rangl白
satisfying the above criterion. As seen in the figures, 
effective size ranges (solid lines) ofinferring 紅e usuｭ
a11y limited to the range 企om 0.05μm to less th姐
2μm， for visible light with a wavelength of 514.5 nm. 
While the effective size ranges 紅e exceptionally wide 
in July and September, contributions to ゚ j(ﾐ;) from 
the ranges outside the above-mentioned range a問
verysma1l. It is noted that the criterion Cmax > 0.1 
is applied to our data ゚j(ﾐ;) within the scattering an・
gles 7。 ミミ @ζ 1700 • Thus, if forw訂d poruons of the 
scattering data (i.e., data for Ð く 70) 訂'e added, p:紅
ticles wi曲 larger siz四 are exp配ted to become necｭ
es泊町 to reconstruct the differentia1 scattering cross 
section data, or equiva1ently，由e reliability of inferｭ
ring the size distribution may increase for larger siz偲.
Because of the restricted particle size of interest，出e
size distribution functions 伺n be approximated by 
a power law distribution rather than a modified 
gamma distribution. The va1ues ofthe exponent v are 
shown in Table 2 for each month. The va1ueof 
the exponent averaged over whole data is given 部
v = 3.4 :t 0.3, which is in good agreement with the 
previous results. The va1ues of dN/ d lnr averaged over 
a11 months 町e shown in Fig. 7a, where the optimum 
spectrum shown by the soli,d line is given by 
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FIG.6. Monthly m伺nsof aerosol volume spectra COffl凶'ponding
to Fig. 5. Horizonta1 lines on 也e right side indiωte the level 
dV/d lnr = 1O~12 cm3 cm• for respective months. 
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FIG. 5. Monthly means of aerosol number spectra in the effi岡ive
size range for the period from February to November in 1978. 
Horizonta1 'lines on the right side indicate the level dN/d lnr. 
= 10-1 particles cm-3 for respective months. 
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由esize distribution is known. In this context, Pinnick 
et al. (1976) 凶ed to fit scattering pattems of nonｭ
spherica1 particles to those of spherica1 particles by 
introducing a fictitious absorption corresponding to 
曲e imaginary part of the re仕active index of 0.02-
0.12. We a1so encountered rare c部essugge$ting a simｭ
ilar effect, when yellow dust appeared. For such 問問s，
inf加'ed va1ues of both rea1 and imaginary parts of 
the refractive index became unrealistica11y large 
around the va1ues of 1.70 and 0.08, respectively. Data 
in such rare 伺ses were omitted from our ana1ysis. 、

、

、

、
、

、
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2) SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF AEROSO凶

The reliability of the size distribution of aerosols 
inferred simultaneously with the complex index of 
refraction 伺n be examined from 由e magnitudes of 
the contributions of particles with sizes corresponding 
to observed va1ues of ゚J(ﾐ;). The reliability ofinverted 
size distributions is restricted within the size range 
where the maximum contribution of a spec位ヨ1 porｭ
tion to any portions of the observed differentia1配at
tering cross sections Cm出 exceeds the limit of 10%, 
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aerosols in 貸出 optically most effective size range in 
order to ∞吋ecture the complex index of 
of individual particles. As shown in Fig. 4, there has 
been no appreciable differen回 in the volume spectra 
between noon and mid凶.ght. This su舘:ests 曲剖也e
origin in the Mode C particles may extend widely, 
出 compared wi曲曲e ob田rvation by Whitby et al. 
(1972). Patterson and Gillette (1977) have also found 
由at the secOnd mode (i.e., Mode A) of the volume 
spectrumh槌 iωmaximumaround 2-3μmin radius. 
Thevolumes開ctraobtained in t魁sstudy also exhibit 
such a similar tendency, but it is di血c凶t to identi命
the above conclusion on account of res凶cted reliｭ
ab出tyin 曲at s包e range，也at is, the Mode A paricles 
do not play an impo巾nt role in light scattering pheｭ
nomena in the lower atmosphere with light aerosol 
loading. In the田 respects， more ∞mpli，伺ted meaｭ
surements including different particle sizing techｭ
国ques 釘'e 11閃凶red to make such de組担ed
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3) SCATTERING CROSS SECTION AND RELATED 
QUANTITIES 

U出yzing the complex index of refraction m anq 
the volume spec佐um dV/d lnr = . v, infeπed from 
配atteringme郡山首nents， other optical characteristi四
of aerosols 伺n 伺sily be estimated. The 部attering
α'Oss section C踊 and the albedo ωo for single 釦at
tenng are gIven as 
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FIG. 7. Size dis凶bution of aerosols aver冨ged over the whole 
period: (a) Mean number s酔ctrum(dotted line) 舗∞mpar叫 wi白
血e power law with the exponent of 3.4 (ωlid line). (b) Mean vol・
umespωtrum (dotted line) as ∞mp釘edwith the best-fit log-norｭ
mai dis白ribution witþ ら= 0.14μmand σg = 2.6 (鈎，lid line). 
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dN/d lnr = 1.65 X 1O- 14r-3泌 [p:紅白les cm-3]. 

Returning to Fig. 6, it is noticeable 曲.at 也emax・
imum volume concentration appears in the size range 
around 0.2μm. Sin偲 the aeroso1s in 也is size range 
contribute to ゚ j(8) most effectively, the volume ∞n・
田ntration inferr叫 there is most reliable. This mode 
of volume s開C釘um is r即ognizable in all months, 
being considered to be characteristic in the size disｭ
tribution of aero釦Is in the lower atmosphere. Fig. 7b 
shows the volume spectrum geometrically averaged 
over all months. The total volume of aerosols within 
the opti伺lly efrective size range w部 estimated to be 
6.5 X 10-5 cm3 m-3 • Many authors (e.g., Patter冨on
and Gillette, 1977) have pointed out 曲at the volume 
spectra of polydisper百ed aerosols in the atmosphere 
伺nbe expres路dby the log-norrnal distribution. The 
m回.n volume spectrum ob飽ined in our me鎚U問・
ments 伺n also be approximated by the log-norrnal 
distribution with the geometri伺1 mean radius ら
= 0.138μm and the geometrical standard deviation 
σg = 2.56，部 shown bythe 印刷 line in Fig. 7b. Comｭ
paring Figs. 7a and 7b, we伺.n see that the log-norrnal 
approximation to the volume spectrum surp邸舘sthe
power law approximation to the number s抑ctrum
in its a∞uracy. On the other hand, Whitby et al. 
(1972) have investigated the size distribution of smog 
particles over the size range 0.003-6.8μm in diameter 
using the Minnesota Aerosol Analyzing System, and 
found a bimodal volume spectrum with 由e 担ddle
point around 1-2μm in diameter prevails universally. 
Patterson and Gillete (1977) have drawn a similar 
conclusion from extended me儲urements of the size 
distribution of soil剛derivedaerosols. In addition, they 
found that the variability in bimodal features depends 
upon the. loading in the atmosphere. According to 
their notation, the size range of our infeπing is in 
good accordance with Mode C, which appe訂sinconｭ
ditions oflight aerosolloading. It has been speculated 
in both papers 白紙 the Mode C particles consist of 
secondary particles such 部 photochemical reaction 
products. It is of interest to know the composition of 

(2) 

T ABLE 2. Monthly mean vaiues of the exponent v of the 以~
fitting power law size distribution. 
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C田= ~ fl? f2sca(m， α)zdr J r~ ...... ,."..., --, d lnr 
4. Summary 

The complex index of refraction anQ the size dis-
同 kL !t，畑，(m)v{，

where 

Mm)=jCα-2弘(m，榊

(3) tri~ution. (，:olu~e spectrum) of aeroso~ h~ve ~en 
estimated simultaneously by applying the inversion 
library method to measured ang叫町 distributions of 
both pol叫zation ∞mponen臼 ofthe s伺抗ered light. 

(4) It was fouIﾍd that the monthly mean values of m, and 

and α，仏国(m， α) and k are the size parameter, the 
efficiency factor for scattering and the wavenumber, 
respectively. The extinction cross section Cext is also 
given by substituting the efficiency factor for extincｭ
tion 仏xt for Q悶 in the above equations. Thus, we 
have 

mj vary within曲eranges 1.47-1.57 and 0.009-0.037, 
respectively, showing a tendency to decrease in 
summer corresponding to an increase in relative 
humidity. 
The volume spectrum of aerosols can be expressed 

by a log-normal distribution function ~th the geo・
metrical mean radius of 0.138μm and the standard 
deviation of 2.56, as an average of the whole data. 

ω。 =c制/Cext ・ (5) Ifwe adopt the power law forthe correspondi~g n?_mｭ
ber spectrum, the best fit is. expressed ぉ dN/d lnr 
__ r-3ぺ beingin good accordance with other previous 
results. 

The monthly mean values of Csca and ω'0 are shown 
in Fig. 8. The increase of C;瑚 in the warm season is 
in good accordance with other observational results 
obtained heretofore, such as seasonal variation of the 
atmospheric transmission. The values of ω'0 also in・
cre部e in the w町m season, ranging from 0.7 to 0.88. 
These values are considerably smaller than those reｭ
ported in the literature. This phenomenon is attribｭ
utable, at least partly, to the fact that the effective size 
range of particles inferrable from our scattering meaｭ
surements does not necessarily cover the wide range 
required for the typical Junge-type distribution. Ifwe 
overestimate the spectral volume of particles out of 
the reliable size range (i.e., the ranges with Cmax 
く 0.1)， the absorption cross section Cabs tends to be 
overestimated, resulting in underestimation of the 
single・scattering albedo ω0 ・ It is difficult to measure 
direct1y the absorption cross section, Cabs' so that the 
estimated values ofω。 cannotbe confirmed from inｭ
dependent measurements. At pre田nt， we can only 
回ythat the estimated values ofω。 is quite consistent 
with measurements ofthe differential scattering cross 
section in the range of scattering angles 7。 ζ@
ζ1700 • 
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To assess the effect ofthe non-sphericity ofparticles 
on the analyzed results is the most important problem 
in 由e future. 
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